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Fashion Model Photo
Photography: i.sageview
Model:Fave Ekpanga
Winter Costume Shot

FMP
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Fashion Model Photo

FMP
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Fashion Model PhotoFashion Model PhotoFashion Model Photo

Photography: Zubairu Adamu
Model:ThatBoiMerrick
Winter Costume Shot

FMP
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Fashion Model PhotoFashion Model PhotoFashion Model Photo

FMP
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Fashion Model Photo
Photography: Zubairu Adamu
Model:Stanley Gray
Winter Costume Shot

FMP
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Fashion Model Photo

FMP
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Fashion Model Photo

Photography: Zubairu Adamu
Model:Lilian Umeh
Winter Costume Shot

FMP
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Fashion Model Photo

FMP
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FMP

Fashion Model Photo

[+] FASHION 
MODEL 
PHOTOSHOOT

[-] LOVELY WINTER COSTUMESHOT

[@] FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY 

MINNA
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FMP

Fashion Model Photo

[+] HALF PRICE 
WEEKEND 
PHOTOSHOOT

[@] FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF 
TECHNOLOGY 

MINNA

[i] An Outdoor Photo session with the best Photogra-
phers ,Entertainers, Fashion Stylists and  Suave Fashion 
models around town.
  Happens Once in  Every Season of the year, Now 
we anticipate REVIVAL COSTUME SHOTS. 
For UPDATE FOLLOW @Steadymotives On Instagram/
Facebook can Also View our Gallery on Instagram @
fmp_gallery #Believethemotive+.
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It 
Began
How

LOVE STORIES

IBW>>

LOVE STORIES ABOUT 
RELATIONSHIPS,TILLING 

HOW THEY FIRST MET THEIR
 SIGNIFICANT LOVER. 
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LOVE STORIES

Hello OAG,It began on a  beautiful,glorious and 
colourful afternoon when i was patiently wait-
ing for my classmate to pay off our order for 
beans and bread which we just finish eating. I 
was waiting for him outside, suddenly I saw this 
shinning brown skin girl under the sun walking 
towards my area, as soon as she was close to 
me, I almost forgot everything am thinking.  
So i gather up the courage to stop and interact 
with her by me saying “isn’t this weather too hot 
for a lonely lady like you be walking under this 
sun, I would have lend you a umbrella if I had 
one”. She looked at me with those gorgeous 
eyes of hers, and unexpected she put on that 
smile(which I will never forget). 
 
The next thing was that, I asked of her name 
which I told her mine too. After that, we ex-
changed number.
 since that day,i have not seen her around   
but i an hopefull we will cross path soon.
-Munir
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LOVE STORIES

It all began when 
Chaos was my companion and I needed a 
rescue 
Don’t blame me, I was down and vulnerable 
Wilted flowers graced my reality 
Lone walks were consistent. 
 
Then she came ,Brought sparks out of winks 
Instilled a burning desire.Her craze matches 
mine, she defines perfection.Frowns became 
Smiles Emptiness found solace.Love sprouted! 
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LOVE STORIES

We met on Facebook funny enough, all I had in 
mind was it would be one of those girls that would 
probably want to send friend request and increase 
friends in other to get more likes as usual. I got 
to find out we were actually in the same church, I 
think she was stalking me but till today she hasn’t 
admitted it was like that because she knew al-
most everything about me, she knew I rap, she 
knew I dance, she knew me since childhood how 
weird is that?, But I never knew she was with us all 
through my years of growing up in Sunday school. 
We got to know each other better and from time to 
time we set dates to meet up and chill. We started 
having feelings for each other and I know her feel-
ings for me was more than mine but it had to be 
the way it normally goes when people have feel-
ings for each other, I opened up to her and low and 
behold she accepted, though I wasn’t surprised 
cause I knew obviously she’d accept. We started 
dating 2018 till date and we’re really doing fine, 
we care for each other and I really don’t want it to 
end. -JOEL DAWA

FOLLOW @official_geezyshore

...MaximumEntertainmentAwaitsYou
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SINGZ UPDATE

MANJI
PERFORMING ‘BENZ’
EVENT COMEDY LECTURE 2.0

SEARCH & DOWNLOAD ON

FOLLOW
@manji_singz

www.krockcitydegreez.com.ng

Benz’ A debut single from 
the young promising KD 
based Afro-pop artiste. 
 which was inspired by 
a heartbreak from his past 
relationship.
#LoveforTheBenz’ 

www.Audiomack.com

...MaximumEntertainmentAwaitsYou
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SINGZ UPDATE
VERSE
shey you say you no need me(need 
me)
all the things I gave, 
you don’t need it(need it)
you no even care about the loving
wey I dey give you my baby
2mins 44 missed calls
still texting I no want give up
girl you know for you I do all

PRE-HOOK
all coz of money,
wey you want use to form eh
 you told me no
say you need guys who balling
all coz of money,
wey you want use to form eh
you told me
say you tell me no, ehh

HOOK
you say, you want the benz
and you just want the posh
you just need something to flaunt
so girls go know you on form(×2)

love for the Benz, your love was
love for the Benz
You didn’t love for the best
you only loved for the benz(×2)

OUTRO
2mins 44 missed calls
still texting I no want give up
girl you know for you I do all.

LYRICS 

INTRO
yeh yeh
yh, eh eh
kekedike say, Eh kedike

VERSE
Adenike my baby mo
sheybe na me wey you telli no
you follow guys wey dey chop and go
you left me and follow the doe

PRE-HOOK
all coz of money,
wey you want use to form eh
 you told me no
say you need guys who balling
all coz of money,
wey you want use to form eh
you told me
say you tell me no, ehh

HOOK
you say, you want the benz
and you just want the posh
you just need something to flaunt
so girls go know you on form(×2)

love for the Benz, your love was
love for the Benz
You didn’t love for the best
you only loved for the benz(×2)

SEARCH & DOWNLOAD ON
www.krockcitydegreez.com.ng

www.Audiomack.com

BENZ
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[+] ARTISTIC
[-] Eb ryhim_Arts
[-] Lienad_Arts

[-] Javan Art

Jink Artistic Page  > 56
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“GET used ,Get loved”
 is a basic theory one 
needs to accept to win a 
GOOD attention... howev-
er Keep trying.  Remem-
ber to always  Acknowl-
edge your Mistakes.
Moments of making cor-
rection is Enough Time, 
To Do BETTER & Create A 
believe of Interest in the 
yet to come BEST!

-Steadymotives
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SATISFACTION
WE all feel contentment when
We fulfill a desire ,need or when
We achieve an expectation.

-Focus & Function

Photography: Jonathan Tsado FMP
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FMP Model: Emmanuel Alaba

Laughter is a
Great fraction 
of what We seek 
as a BELOVED 
-FunnyEmperor-
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A Healthy & Well Wishing Heart 
‘All We Seek Through Life.’ 

-Focus & Function

SATISFACTION

Photography: Jonathan Tsado FMP
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FMP
Model: Emmanuel Alaba
Model: Gift Eduok

SATISFACTION
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SATISFACTIONSATISFACTION

Photography: Jonathan Tsado FMP

Relax & Focus On what really
Matters to you.
Some Knowledge/Details
are best left Unseen or UnKnown
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SATISFACTION



FMP
Model: Emmanuel Alaba
Model: Gift Eduok

SATISFACTION
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR FINISHES 3D CELLING

42



EXTERIOR FINISHES

POP CELLING & LIGHTNING

FUNITURE WORKS

43

KITCHEN



As an Enterprenuer,
Every Disappointment 
is an opportunity to 
learn something New. 
The Delay Experience 
is Enough Added Skill.
Thats The Blessing[+]
-Steadymotives
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Great wealth and abundance, such as the great rich-
es found by ancient explorers who exploited the new 
worlds of North ,East,West and South.

Cultural Affluence

Photography: Zubairu Adamu Model: Sammy Spakle James
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What makes the Igbo Apprenticeship model 
thick ?
 The Igbo entrepreneurial and business activities 
can arguably be attributed as the backbone of the Nige-
rian economy. Studies on business and entrepreneurial 
activities have put the Igbos above other ethnic groups 
in the country. According to a research in Lagos, which 
is the Nigerian economic capital, Igbo businesses ac-
counts for the 74% of all investments according Maliga 
(2013). 
 There is a significant relationship between the 
Igbo Trade Apprenticeship System and social 
entrepreneurship in Nigeria. Much has been said about 
the uniqueness of the Igbo Apprenticeship system pop-
ularly called ‘Imu-Ahia’, which literally translates to ‘to 
learn market/trade’. It has been considered as perhaps, 
one of the major factors that helped pull majority of 
South-Eastern families out of poverty within 30 months 
of the Biafran civil war. Learning a trade has always 
been the norm with the Igbo people of South-East Nige-
ria. An Igbo person believes in controlling his financial 
‘destiny’ and the best way to guarantee this was through 
commerce and venture into business.
 Many economies in the world have known en-
trepreneurship frameworks and model built on cultural 
attributes to enhance its activities.
Most European countries for instance, have structures 
where prospective entrepreneurs enter entrepreneur-
ship system through part-time approach.

CONVICTION
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  This entails working for a potential entrepreneur fewer 
than 35 hours per week to understand the market system, 
gain experiences and explore potential opportunities. Some 
scholars refer to these even persons as pre-test entrepre-
neurs. Similarly, the India entrepreneurship operational system 
revolves around the extended family system whereby cousins 
and in-laws are fully part of the enterprise process. 
 The rationale here is to provide a social safety net for 
both the nuclear and expanded family members. Thus, the 
survival of the family becomes tantamount with the survival of 
the enterprise
In the Igbo apprenticeship model, apprentices join an estab-
lished business person; leave their parents/family to live under 
the care and supervision of the master. The apprentice is often 
closely related to the master. They do not travel home during 
festivities to their family without the consent of the master 
even if the master and family are in the same city. 
Igbo apprentices also do other domestic chores in the house 
like car washing, ironing and cleaning whenever they are not 
in the shop. They are appraised based on not just work ethic 
while learning and growing the master’s businesses but on 
performance in non-business related areas like respect for the 
master’s spouse/family etc.
 At the end of the apprenticeship, they are compensat-
ed with a take-off fund which they use for shop rent, goods, 
equipment (if needed) and in some cases, accommodation 
for a given period of time. This does not in any way prevent 
collaboration with the master despite being a competitor. In 
fact, in some cases due to the apprentice’s weak buying pow-
er, a master can assist with goods procurement for a former 
apprentice to help them reduce overhead importation/exporta-
tion cost.

CONVICTION
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 The critical success factor in the ‘Imu-Ahia’ system 
despite the absence of structures and processes like Seed 
Rounds, Equity Splits, Venture Capital et al can be attributed to 
the following reasons:

•Apprentices avoid the malicious use of the master’s resourc-
es during the years of service as every proven act of theft, 
diversion of fund and flamboyant use and wastage of busi-
ness finances terminates the arrangement. There are cases 
of apprentices managing a business branch with little to no 
supervision. This ownership mindset that the success of the 
business is also theirs in the long run encourages them to 
commit enough sweat equity into it.

•No master wants to incur the wrath of the community back 
home by failing to keep to the terms of apprenticeship after 
the agreed number of years of service.

•Following this is the fear of labelling. To be seen as a master 
with a reputation for not settling apprentices is a tag that lasts 
generations and the fear of the apprentice’s ‘chi’ (a person’s 
personal deity in Igbo traditional religion) affecting the mas-
ter’s fortune for not keeping their own side of the bargain after 
years of service. This informs the reasons behind accepting 
a small settlement package given with the master’s blessings 
rather than a fat but grudgingly-given one. To the Igbo person, 
the ‘Imuahia’ relationship is spiritual before being financial.
 In the Igbo model, some apprentices start represent-
ing the business at negotiations and importations with foreign 
trade partners within the first 3 years.  This gives room for 
trust, confidence-building and exposure.

CONVICTION
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Importantly, how do we protect an apprentice whose time and 
sweat has been invested in a business for a given number of 
years? This is in the unfortunate event the business goes belly 
up. What metrics would signal a successful apprenticeship that 
would be fair on both parties? In the Igbo apprenticeship model, 
settlement timelines are missed and are compensated for as well.
This would need the intervention of the government with the 
right policy instruments like legislation and allocation of the right 
resources in form of subventions and tax incentives. This should 
include but is not limited to, insurance covering the businesses 
taking these apprentices in and the right legal templates that 
make these arrangements a simple to read and understand for 
the interested apprentices. These and other options are worth 
exploring for a model that has worked for almost a century, if not 
more. 
The practice of the Igbo man apprenticeship system and entre-
preneurial development in southeast Nigeria can be adopted 
by governments as a strategy for the development of African 
entrepreneurship. This is because of its sustainability in SMEs 
development and poverty reduction among the Igbo ethnic group 
in Nigeria. Regulatory agencies at different levels can be setup 
and charged with the responsibility of regulating the master and 
apprentice relationship and mentoring to ensure that the appren-
tices are properly mentored on the basic principles that propel 
Igbo man apprenticeship system. SMEs on their part can develop 
internal control system and carryout regular audit of their busi-
ness to eliminate or reduce theft by apprentices.

-Robert Lubem Aboh
With support from Chinedu Okoro’s publication 

on TechPoint Africa: November 7th 2018.

CONVICTION
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TACK THE POWER

THINK

BIG
TRADE DIGITAL
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TACK THE POWER

FOREX IS SIMPLY 
BUYING AND SELL-
ING OF FOREIGN 
CURRENCIES AND 
COMMODITIES ON-
LINE FROM A DIGI-
TAL MARKET.
-ISHAQ

WE GOT TO INTERVIEW ISHAQ:
A DIGITAL MARKETING MOGUL ON FOREX TRADE
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TACK THE POWER
INTERVIEWER: How those forex trading work?
ISHAQ: In other to buy and sell in the forex market 
one need to have a good understanding of the can-
dle stick patterns to know the market direction.

INTERVIEWER: What do one need to get started?
ISHAQ: For a beginner all that is needed is to study 
and practice on a demo account where you will be 
given 10$ for trail before diving into real accounts.

INTERVIEWER: What are the benefits of using the 
demo acount?
ISHAQ: When trading with demo account it cost 
nothing so you get nothing in return but experience. 
, The only benefit is that you are not trading with real 
money and it is only for practicing. Real account in-
vestment and trading with the investment. you can 
start trading with as little as 10 $. 
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any platform where 
you tutor/train beeginners?
ISHAQ: I use team viewer to schedule a class and 
coach individuals.

INTERVIEWER: What are the disadvantages of 
Forex?
ISHAQ: Not every trade is a win trade,

FOR MORE ENLIGHTENMENT CONTACT
ISHAQ: 0813 589 7793 
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TACK THE POWER

53

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

[+] MARL DESIGNS 

FOLLOW @MARL_DESIGNS 

[-] LOGO CREATION
[-] BANNER DESIGNS
[-] FLYER DESIGNS
[X] ALL GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKS

0903 933 7122
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COMING SOON!!!
FOR SPONSORSHIP.PARTNERSHIP.COLLABORATION

CONTACT: 08117699950.08164273096
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PLUS+ 
DIET

CREATING AWARNESS FOR  EXOTIC
FOOD.FRUIT.DRINK  

COMING SOON!!!
FOR SPONSORSHIP.PARTNERSHIP.COLLABORATION

CONTACT: 08117699950.08164273096
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ARTISTIC

JAVAN ART 0818 292 9439
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ARTISTIC

JAVAN ART 0818 292 9439
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ARTISTIC

EBRYHIM ART 0812 806 1902
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ARTISTIC

EBRYHIM ART 0812 806 1902
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0903 490 8849LEINAD

ARTISTIC
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....Showcasing & Increasing Fantasy in the game Of Soccer

70

Sport 45 Media is a sport company 
that is aimed at creating Publicity for 
Footballers ,and increasing their Fan base 
Experience by Helping them 
With a platform where they can 
showcase Their Talent & skill.
Est.019

Sponsored By
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Abdul Movic CSL Team Awesome

PLAY PROFILE
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Oche Henry CSL Team Awesome

PLAY PROFILE



Team Awesome
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Emmanuel Ajax CSL Fc Vodka

PLAY PROFILE
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PLAY PROFILE



Dre Peter CSL Team Awesome

PLAY PROFILE



.....showcasing & Increasing Fantasy in the game Of Soccer

@THECROCSSOCCERLEAGUE
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Frendly 
Beasts

Dogs Don’t Just fill 
your heart; They 
actually make it 
Stronger,Help You 
Keep fit and active.
Improve Your Social 
Life. Add meaning and 
Purpose to lively 

Living.

LUNA

Idege Isaac
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LUNA

To love & To Cherrich 

Get
PetA

[+]Caucasian shepherd
 [+]Nepolitan 
 [+]Pure breed 
 [+]German Shepard 
 [+]Rottweiler 

Best breeds & Affordable with a health 
Assurance Gaurantee

Contact us On

0706 691 7678
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Best breeds & Affordable with a health 
Assurance Gaurantee

Contact us On

0706 691 7678

[-]Surface Wiriring
 [-]Condult Wiring System 
 [-]Trunking Wiring System
 [-]Fault Rectification 
 [-] Solar Panel Installation

SOLAR & 
ELECTRICAL

INSTALLATIONS

 ISAAC.O is A GOOD Option For Your 
Solar/Electrical instalations,His Services are 

SIMPLY THE BEST.

ISAAC.O

[+] SERVICES

FOR BUSINESS CONTACT ISAAC.O  VIA 
Tel: 0816 362 2115

...EXPERIENCE A BRIGHTER FUTURE

Phone : 0812 188 4755
Ig: @isaac.o_electrical_inst_works

Email:olaoyeisaac12@gmail.com
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[+] SERVICES

[-] FAULT RECTIFICATION

[-] SURFACE WIRING

[-] TRUNKING
 WIRING SYSTEM
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FOR BUSINESS CONTACT ISAAC.O  VIA 
Tel: 0816 362 2115

...EXPERIENCE A BRIGHTER FUTURE

[+] SERVICES

[-] SOLAR PANEL 
INSTALLATION

[-] NEAT CONDUCT WIRING SYSTEM

Phone : 0812 188 4755
Ig: @isaac.o_electrical_inst_works

Email:olaoyeisaac12@gmail.com
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[+] KING
DJ ASROCK

 EVENTS
[x]BUY/RENT  BEST & 

QUALITY EQUIPMENTS 
FOR YOY EVENTS
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 Sales & Renting Quality 
[+] SERVICES INCLUDE
[ - ] SOUND
[ - ] INTERIOR & EXTERIOR LIGHTS
[ - ] FOG/SMOKE MACHINE
[ - ] FOG/SMOKE MACHINE
[ - ] GENERAL CONSULTANCY

CONTACT : 08166594859
INSTAGRAM: @king_djasorock

...Your Satisfaction Is our Priority.
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[x] AFTER DARK
[+] Drink Ciider   

[+] Dance Fire
[+] Vibe Positive   

[X] FEATURING
[+] Entertainment

[>] COMING SOON[>]
[x] Sponsorship & Partnership Contact

08117699950 // 08164273096
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REVIVAL 
ATTITUDE

OUR NEXT PUBLICATION

Submit Content/Adverts Today
Visit www.thejinkmagazine.com

Email: thejinkmagazine@gmail.com
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